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The BI0-132 practice exam is written and formatted by Certified Senior IT Professionals working in
today's prospering companies and data centers all over the world! The BI0-132 Practice Test covers
all the exam topics and objectives and will prepare you for success quickly and efficiently.
The BI0-132 exam is very challenging, but with our BI0-132 questions and answers practice exam,
you can feel confident in obtaining your success on the BI0-132 exam on your FIRST TRY!
Cognos BI0-132 Exam Features
- Detailed questions and answers for BI0-132 exam
- Try a demo before buying any Cognos exam
- BI0-132 questions and answers, updated regularly
- Verified BI0-132 answers by Experts and bear almost 100% accuracy
- BI0-132 tested and verified before publishing
- BI0-132 examcollection vce questions with exhibits
- BI0-132 same questions as real exam with multiple choice options
Acquiring Cognos certifications are becoming a huge task in the field of I.T. More over these
exams like BI0-132 exam are now continuously updating and accepting this challenge is itself a task.
This BI0-132 test is an important part of Cognos certifications. We have the resources to
prepare you for this. The BI0-132 exam is essential and core part of Cognos certifications and
once you clear the exam you will be able to solve the real life problems yourself.Want to take
advantage of the Real BI0-132 Test and save time and money while developing your skills to pass
your Cognos BI0-132 Exam? Let us help you climb that ladder of success and pass your BI0-132 now!
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Question: 1
A recursive relationship exists between SALES_STAFF_CODE and MANAGER_CODE in the
SALES_STAFF data source query subject. This query subject is provided in a model to report
authors. Using this query subject alone, report authors cannot create a report that includes
management staff and the sales staff that report to them. How can the existing recursive
relationship in the model be modified to provide this ability to report authors?
A. Import a query subject that does not contain a recursive relationship.
B. Create a star schema grouping that contains the SALES_STAFF data source query subject
and a shortcut to the SALES_STAFF data source query subject.
C. Create a model query subject with the appropriate relationship to the existing SALES_STAFF
data source query subject and make both available to report authors.
D. Create a shortcut to the SALES_STAFF data source query subject, and report authors will use
it instead of the underlying query subject to create the required report.
Answer: C
Question: 2
Which of the following are proven practices for organizing the objects in a project?
A. When importing metadata from more than one data source, include all imported objects in the
root namespace.
B. When importing metadata from more than one data source, create a separate folder for the
imported objects from each data source.
C. When importing metadata from more than one data source, create a separate namespace for
the imported objects from each data source.
D. When importing metadata from more than one data source, do not override the relationships
defined between the data sources at the time of import.
Answer: C
Question: 3
In Cognos 8, what are the two distinct model types authors can work with?
A. OLAP and DMR
B. Dimensional and DMR
C. Relational and SAP BW
D. Relational and Dimensional
Answer: D
Question: 4
When a modeler imports metadata into Framework Manager, the Usage property for a nonindexed, numeric query item is set to which of the following?
A. Fact
B. Attribute
C. Identifier
D. Unknown
Answer: A
Question: 5
When importing metadata into Framework Manager from a relational database, which of the
following can be controlled by the modeler performing the import?
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